
INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

Current Hult undergraduate student Christina Osako reflects on her summer internship experience, which took her back
home to The Democratic Republic of the.

Once an intern comes on board full time, the program offers a chance to undertake different functions of 6
months duration in different functions and business units of the company. Over those four weeks, I developed
friendships with my coworkers, got feedback from my superiors, dealt with frustrating clients, and wasâ€”for
the first timeâ€”treated like a fully-grown and responsible adult. As far as your internship goes, remember to
always be friendly, work hard, and ask questions. Even though I am an intern, my ideas have always been
welcomed and I have actually been able to execute them in such a short duration of time. I came into this with
a resume that was basically naked, now I am leaving and I have lots of updating to do. I am also leading
interactions on part of my group with other businesses in Thomson Reuters and some external agencies, which
is a huge opportunity for an intern. Not only did they want me to work on my own to grow professionally, but
they wanted me to succeed and learn as well. I corresponded with doctors and other medical professionals to
make sure children were eligible for wishes, learned about who the kids are, and discovered how inspiring
they are in the circumstances they face. My six weeks at Rawbank allowed me to grow personally, but it also
helped me to gain new skills in basic accounting and customer relationshipsâ€”experience that I did not
previously have. The experience here obviously nothing compared to what I learned in class. Through coding
this project, I came across many cool web libraries, dependencies and satisfying needs according to digital
marketing manager. Just observing the everyday events has taught me more about teamwork, and how people
can come together to get things done. So this was the good outcome as one would adopt before moving into
corporate world. For those events I helped to edit sponsorship letters, retrieved contact information of donors,
and finally I learned how to do a mail merge, allowing me to finalize the sponsorship packets to be ready for
mailing. A physics major, I accepted a tech internship that ended up boring me to the core. Now I was in
charge to develop one single page website to improve the needs of digital marketing team. Working in the
office gave me valuable and transferable experience such as making spreadsheets, answering and transferring
phone calls, assembling and distributing mailings, etc. Very few college students know what they want to do,
and it is something that is simply not worth worrying about. This internship also gave me an exposure to
numerous design software that engineers use together to maintain a successful operation. Writing for the web
and writing your average research paper could not be more different. I will get a task, and then I will do it until
I perform at the level that the CEO will find satisfying, which means that everything I do contributes to the
benefit of the company. Lastly, the most valuable experience has been the hands on work I've been exposed to.
The possible outcome from this for me was to learn all the basics of coding, working in real projects and
managing balance between college and Internship. A thing I have discovered about myself has been that I can
learn in plenty of different ways. How did this prepare you for next professional endeavor? During my time as
an intern I was able to independently work on projects while learning from the experiences and expertise of
the staff. These all interactions with marketing guy would develop a sneak-peak for me that which kind of
traffic he wants, the target audience and social media approach. Being an intern at the Make A Wish
Foundation was a very memorable and rewarding experience. I was being given position as front-end
developer at a healthy event-tech startup. I nearly did this myself after my first year in college. This post
originally appeared on the GMC Blog. Become comfortable working in team settings because that is how
successful organizations work. I have some fantastic experience to add to my resume and even better
memories thanks to my internship with the Make-a-Wish Foundation of Central New York. For example a lot
of the theories that I explored in class have helped me analyzed some of the situation have been in, and some
of the different case studies gave me some experience in order to guide myself through tricky task. The best
thing about my internship is that I get a lot of hands-on experience and that means that when I will eventually
be in the job market I will no be doing anything for the first time. This was an excellent experience for my
first position working at an underground mine. What I got was so much more. Always ask questions. In part,
the challenge stems from trying to sum up months worth of experiences is just a few paragraphs. Hopefully
you come away from your internship with as much as I did. For this type of work I would travel to the location
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and stay to work from days depending on the project. The only thing I was clear about was that I wanted an
entirely different work experience compared to that of my previous work experience. Every event attended,
raffle ticket bought, donation made, and car sticker purchased goes toward making a wish come true. Emily I
became interested in Make-a-Wish because I heard amazing and uplifting stories of what the foundation does
for children with life threatening illnesses. What is one way you might handle it?


